
I would like to begin by thanking you for attending the Cybersecurity class that was put on this week, 11-8-

17.  Please feel free to reach out if you have any questions. Also after the class was winding down there were a 

couple of things we discussed.  

VPN 

https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2416072,00.asp 

Sites to visualize Cyber Attacks 

 Here are the top 5 Cyber Attack Maps found in Google. They all seem to show the cyber attacks in a 

slightly different perspective. This is the Norse attack map as an example: 

 

Here is a brief overview of each map: 

1. Norse's map ranks the country of attack origin, attack type, attack target country and displays a live feed of 

attacks. You can also filter the data down by location and by protocol.  

http://llink.to/?u=https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0%2C2817%2C2416072%2C00.asp&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=http://map.norsecorp.com/%23/&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341


 

2. Check Point also shows attacking and targeted countries, along with a counter of how many attacks have 

happened in the current day. Over 2.8 million today according to this map! This also shows that India and 

Sweden are the top countries for targets and attacks respectively, however the Norse map shows USA at the top 

for both. 

 

http://llink.to/?u=https://threatmap.checkpoint.com/ThreatPortal/livemap.html&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341


3. FireEye shows similar data as the Norse and Check Point maps, they also show the top 5 targeted industries 

for the past 30 days (right now those are Financial Services, Manufacturing, Telecom, Education and 

Services/Consulting). This map shows just 20,000 attacks for today. 

 

4. The Kaspersky map has a section for statistics, gives an overview of their data sources, and is highly 

interactive. You can customize the look of the map by filtering certain types of malicious threats, such as email 

malware, Web site attacks, vulnerability scans, etc. 

 

http://llink.to/?u=https://www.fireeye.com/cyber-map/threat-map.html&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://cybermap.kaspersky.com/&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341


5. Digital Attack Map lets you filter by attack type and has snapshots of notable attacks as well as simplified 

graphs of most active countries. You can even pull up some historical data dating as far back as June 2013. 

 

Most of these attack maps are meant to be an illustration of what really goes on, and they use strategically 

placed honeypots (or sometimes their own endpoints in the case of AV vendors) to get an idea of the traffic 

direction and the volume. You will see but a very small percentage of the real attacks as they are carefully 

curated to make it all "look purdy." 

Nice to show to management because it visualizes the problem and makes it very easy to understand, but do not 

count on any actual accuracy. You can see just by looking at the different maps that the numbers vary greatly 

for the same data points. However the fact remains that the average enterprise Is hit by a cyber attack every 1.5 

seconds so threats are no less real.  

As many as 93% of those attacks are phishing attacks carrying ransomware payloads. What's more, 

is ransomware is now projected to be a $1 billion industry by the end of the year. These maps offer a glimpse 

into what's really going on in the world of cybercrime. 

Thanks again. and Be Safe out there. 

Mark Barton 

President 

www.wildprairiecomputers.com 

320-262-2104 

 

http://llink.to/?u=http://www.digitalattackmap.com/&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://blog.knowbe4.com/bid/376843/Average-Enterprise-Is-Hit-by-a-Cyber-Attack-Every-1-5-Seconds&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://blog.knowbe4.com/bid/376843/Average-Enterprise-Is-Hit-by-a-Cyber-Attack-Every-1-5-Seconds&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://blog.knowbe4.com/alert-93-of-phishing-attacks-now-have-ransomware-payloads&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://www.knowbe4.com/ransomware&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=https://blog.knowbe4.com/ransomware-on-pace-to-be-a-2016-1-billion-dollar-business&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341
http://llink.to/?u=http://www.wildprairiecomputers.com&e=e024349aa396b451b27991f0d42e0341

